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A cultural moment

Dear CTC

Welcome to this month's e-news.

First up, if you missed the Perspective Conference then catch Mike
Royal and Amy Orr-Ewing’s amazing talks online find out more
below.
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They looked at our current cultural moment and how to be bold in
sharing Jesus.

Amy looked at the beginning of Acts, and it reminded me of the verse
where the Sanhedrin are amazed by the boldness and courage of Peter
and James.

They say they are ordinary unschooled men. Even so, the transformation
they witness is the work of the Holy Spirit.

Let’s renew our prayers for ourselves and others to be filled with the Holy
Spirit to proclaim the good news of Jesus again.

We have a lot to look at in E-news for Christmas. Plus, don’t miss out, we
have an important E-shot coming to you soon.

Blessings,

Rachel

Rachel Jordan-Wolf
Executive Director, HOPE Together

HEAR MORE FROM RACHEL
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Perspective for a time like this
We had a great time having a good conversation on mission in the
Perspective Conversation online. It's now available online if you missed it.
Catch up on all that went on.

RECAP

Countdown is on
The countdown starts at the end of next week so get your Countdown
to Christmas Hope booklets into hands to kick off the exciting build
to Christmas. It’s a daily advent that reminds us of the light there is in
dark times. We think it’s very relevant and will bless many people!

START YOUR COUNTDOWN 
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Sharing the ultimate gift
For generations who love and will miss the Queen and her speech
this Christmas why not gift them Our Faithful Queen and Life of
Grace? They are two conversation starters which explore the Queen’s
life and her reign as a servant to Jesus. Right now, Our Faithful Queen is
available for only £1.99, so be quick!

GET THE GIFT
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Christmas around the corner
We’ve only a few weeks left until Christmas and all the services and
events that come along with it. If you haven’t yet ordered your copies of
Christmas Hope, now is definitely the time!  We have some great stories
and spreads the whole community will like.

FIND HOPE

More ways to get involved

Had your Health Check?
It’s not just jabs and appointment this time of year, Talking Jesus
has launched an evangelism Health-Check for your local
church – in an easy to use, short on-line format. The tool can be
used by everyone in your church to help you find out the evangelism
health of your local church. 

Talking Jesus workbook also helps bring the Talking Jesus research
to life, ideal to use in strategy meetings and with church teams. It's
available from the Hope shop

TALKING HEALTH  
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Jesus to the
Rescue has
now launched
its Christmas
resources for
small children
and families
where you are!
The new all age
church resources
are available and suitable for Christmas family services.

DOWNLOAD AND WATCH

The brand-new Luke’s Gospel will make a welcome Christmas gift of
the gospel, particularly for those in a slightly younger age group,
exploring Faith and attending services at this time of year. 

ORDER YOURS
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